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		Ready to make amazing games for the iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch? With Apple’s Swift programming language, it’s never been easier. This updated cookbook provides detailed recipes for a managing wide range of common iOS game-development issues, ranging from 2D and 3D math to SpriteKit and OpenGL to performance—all revised for Swift.

	
		You get simple, direct solutions to common problems found in iOS game programming. Need to figure out how to give objects physical motion, or want a refresher on gaming-related math problems? This book provides sample projects and straightforward answers. All you need to get started is some familiarity with iOS development, Swift, and Objective-C.

		
			Design the architecture and code layout of your game
	
			Build and customize menus with UIKit
	
			Detect and respond to user input
	
			Use techniques to play sound effects and music
	
			Learn different ways to store information for later use
	
			Create 2D graphics with SpriteKit
	
			Create 3D graphics with SceneKit
	
			Add two-dimensional physics simulation
	
			Learn beginning, intermediate, and advanced 3D graphics with OpenGL
	
			Create challenges with artificial intelligence
	
			Take advantage of game controllers and external displays
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TCP/IP Sockets in C, Second Edition: Practical Guide for Programmers (The Morgan Kaufmann Practical Guides Series)Morgan Kaufmann, 2009
This succinct new edition of our best-selling title presents everything you need know to get up and running with C sockets programming in one affordable volume!    

       The Internet allows computers thousands of miles apart to exchange information through programs such as Web browsers, and nearly all of these programs gain access to...
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Windows Server 2008 Inside OutMicrosoft Press, 2008
Learn how to conquer Windows Server 2008 from the inside out! Designed for system administrators, this definitive resource features hundreds of timesaving solutions, expert insights, troubleshooting tips, and workarounds for administering Windows Server 2008 all in concise, fast-answer format. You will learn how to perform upgrades and migrations,...
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No Beast So Fierce: The Terrifying True Story of the Champawat Tiger, the Deadliest Animal in HistoryWilliam Morrow, 2020

	
		The astonishing true story of the man-eating tiger that claimed a record 437 human lives

	
		“Thrilling. Fascinating. Exciting.” —Wall Street Journal • "Riveting. Haunting.” —Scientific American

	
		Nepal, c....
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Python Programming for the Absolute BeginnerCourse Technology PTR, 2003
If you are new to programming with Python and are looking for a solid introduction, this is the book for you. Developed by computer science instructors, books in the for the absolute beginner series teach the principles of programming through simple game creation. You will acquire the skills that you need for more practical Python...
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This View of Life: Completing the Darwinian RevolutionPantheon, 2019

	It is widely understood that Charles Darwin’s theory of evolution completely revolutionized the study of biology. Yet, according to David Sloan Wilson, the Darwinian revolution won’t be truly complete until it is applied more broadly—to everything associated with the words “human,” “culture,” and...
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Dynamical Systems and Fractals: Computer Graphics Experiments with PascalCambridge University Press, 1989
This study of chaos, fractals and complex dynamics is intended for anyone familiar with computers.  While keeping the mathematics to a simple level with few formulas, the reader is introduced to an area of current scientific research that was scarcely possible until the availability of computers.     The book is divided into two main parts; the...
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